Lube filters with long-lasting performance.
CARQUEST® BY BALDWIN LUBE FILTERS EXTEND
FILTER LIFE WITHOUT DECREASING EFFICIENCY
CARQUEST by Baldwin lube filters are specially designed to provide maximum
filtration, and their heavy-duty construction ensures dependable operation.
Laboratory testing and more than 70 billion field miles have proven these
lube filters can stand up to the most extreme operating conditions.
Spin-on lube design innovations:
1

Steel coil spring — Keeps its shape, maintaining a positive load pressure
on the adapter seal

2

Cellulose/synthetic blend media — Specifically developed to increase
structural strength, efficiency and contaminant capacity

3

Spiral wound louvered center tube — Fluted ribs allow maximum flow
and add strength to resist pressure surges

4

Patented series design — Provides up to 43% more filtering surface to
increase contaminant holding capacity and element life. Full-flow and
by-pass elements run almost the full length of the filter enclosure.

5

Radial post seal — Separates the full-flow portion of the filter from
the by-pass

6

Heavy-duty, all-metal housing — Provides unequaled burst- and
pulse-withstanding strength

7

Full-flow spud seal — Separates the clean oil from the dirty return oil

8

Heavy-duty base plate — Joined to the can with a double-rolled, tuck lock
seam to resist leakage due to high pressure and vibration
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Maximum filtration and dependable operation.
CARQUEST® BY BALDWIN LUBE FILTERS OFFER MORE
EFFICIENCY AND LIFE THAN OTHER LUBE FILTERS
This patented design and cellulose/synthetic blend media are central to this lube
filter’s increased contaminant holding capacity and longer element life. All oil passes
through the full-flow element. The full-flow/by-pass technology offers up to 43% more
full-flow surface for greater contaminant holding capacity. Higher efficiency means less
damage-causing contaminants pass through the filter to sensitive components. This
leads to longer and more efficient system life and the increased capacity extends the
filter’s life without decreasing efficiency.
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How CARQUEST by Baldwin lube filters work:
1

All dirty engine oil enters here — The filter’s design places the by-pass element
inside the full-flow element. This allows both elements to occupy almost the full
length of the filter housing and provides additional filtration area.

2

Oil passes through the full-flow element — All oil passes through the full-flow
element instead of just part of the oil

3

Oil flow is divided — The full-flow element contains glass impregnated cellulose
media (glass/polyester/cellulose blend)

4

The majority of the oil travels to the engine to provide lubrication

5

The remainder of the oil undergoes additional filtration in the by-pass element

6

Oil from the by-pass element returns to the engine sump

For more information, contact your local delivery store.

BRAND INT-6949
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